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The Well Being Warren Blackwood Healthy Communities Initiative covers three local government 

areas; the Shires of Manjimup, Nannup and Bridgetown-Greenbushes. There are seven target towns 

in the initiative with a population of about 17,000. The geographical diversity of the Warren 

Blackwood area and the remoteness of some of the towns have posed unique challenges for the 

implementation of Healthy Communities Initiative programs including HEAL™. 

Simmone Van Buerle is the Well Being Warren Blackwood Coordinator and a Tier 1 HEAL™ facilitator. 

As Simmone says, "Marketing programs in the more remote towns has its challenges and we rely on 

the local HEAL™ facilitators to promote their programs. Some of the best marketing has been word 

of mouth from previous participants. Other effective approaches have been advertisements placed 

in local community newsletters and the weekly regional paper, distributing flyers around the 

townships, letterbox drops and posters in community spaces such as meeting halls and local shops. 

Once potential participants contact us about the program we support our facilitators by providing a 

centralised booking point and sending out the informed consent form and activity and eating 

questionnaires ahead of participants' pre program assessment. We also centrally enter the 

participant data required for reporting which our facilitators forward to us at the end of each HEAL™ 

cycle." 

In order to be able to run programs in seven of the nine towns and settlements Simmone has trained 

nine HEAL™ facilitators at assist her. As she says, “Having that additional capacity is really important 

so that cycles can continue if someone gets sick or moves away. As a HEAL™ facilitator myself I am 

also able to step in and run a session if needs be, and I try in any case to get around to all the groups 

once per cycle. It builds great rapport with the communities which is sometimes difficult to do when 

you are covering such a big area.” 

Simmone's advice to other Healthy Communities Coordinators who might be working in a spatially 

diverse local government area is that people really do like to keep it local. "Two of our townships are 

just 20 kilometres apart and it was tempting to run a combined program for them but we opted for 

two smaller ones instead and the feedback we've received is that participants loved that they could 

be part of a local HEAL™ group. Participants tell us that they value the social aspect of the HEAL™ 

program and being involved in their own community is very important to them." 

Running smaller local programs has also meant that each can be adapted to the needs of the 

community such as providing a free crèche in one township so that young Mums could join the 

program. As Simmone reiterated, “It’s about listening to the needs of the communities and being 

responsive to those needs and support from the Healthy Communities Initiative has given us the 

resources to be able to do that.” 


